
 

 

CAPE FEAR BLUES FEST SPONSOR LEE OSKAR HARMONICAS WILL AWARD SPECIAL 
PRIZE PACKAGES TO TWO WORKSHOP ATTENDEES 
 
As a proud sponsor of the Cape Fear Blues Fest 2015, Lee Oskar Harmonicas is happy to 
award 2 lucky workshop attendees an amazing prize package including: six (6) Lee Oskar 
Major Diatonic Harmonicas (the traditional Blues tuning, but also perfect for playing Rock, 
Country Folk & Jazz); a Lee Oskar Harmonica soft case to carry your new harps; a Lee Oskar 
Harmonica rack (for playing guitar or other instruments, along with harmonica), and a Lee Oskar 
hand towel. Prize harmonicas will include three very special, Limited Edition, Lee Oskar/Fender 
harmonicas in the keys A, C, and G (which are tempered-tuned and designed with black cover 
plates and gold etched signatures), and the other three Lee Oskar Harmonicas are in the keys 
of: E, F, and a low F. 
 
Each Lee Oskar Harmonica prize package has a total suggested retail value of over $435     
 
From the beginner to the most experienced musician (or just the music lover), Lee Oskar is the 
#1 choice for the best harmonicas. In fact, all over the world, professional players prefer Lee 
Oskar Harmonicas over any other brand! The most important difference with Lee Oskar 
Harmonicas is found in the quality of materials, construction, design and sound. 
 

Check out the informative Lee Oskar Harmonica websites and learn about Lee’s other three 

harmonica tunings (the Melody Maker, Harmonic Minor and Natural Minor) tuned for other 
genres of music.  You will find educational videos and demonstrations to help you explore a 
world of musical possibilities! 
 
Visit: www.leeoskar.com and register at www.leeoskarquickguide.com 
 

Make sure to stay in touch! “Like” Lee Oskar Harmonicas on FaceBook @ Lee Oskar 

Harmonicas & Lee Oskar Fan Page and Twitter: @leeoskar. Join the Lee Oskar Harmonica 
mailing list and be entered in a monthly drawing for a free Lee Oskar Harmonica of your choice.  
 
Enjoy the Cape Fear Blues Festival & Happy Harping!!!! 
 

     
 


